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Abstract. The precision thermal control (PTC) project was a multiyear effort initiated in fiscal
year 2017 to mature the technology readiness level (TRL) of technologies required to enable
ultra-thermally stable ultraviolet/optical/infrared space telescope primary-mirror assemblies for
ultra-high-contrast observations of exoplanets. PTC had three objectives: (1) validate thermal
optical performance models, (2) derive thermal system stability specifications, and (3) demon-
strate multi-zonal active thermal control. PTC successfully achieved its objectives and matured
active thermal control technology to at least TRL-5. PTC’s key accomplishments are a demon-
stration of better than 2-mK root-mean-square stable thermal control of the 1.5-m ultra-low-
expansion (ULE®) Advanced Mirror Technology Development-2 (AMTD-2) mirror when
exposed to thermal disturbances in a relevant thermal/vacuum environment, and the ability to
shape the 1.5-m AMTD-2 mirror to picometer precision. Additionally, an analysis approach is
demonstrated for quantifying thermally induced mid-spatial frequency error which can cause
speckle noise in the coronagraph dark hole. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or
in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JATIS
.8.2.024001]
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1 Introduction

“Are we alone?” is probably the most compelling question of our generation. According to the
2010 NewWorlds, New Horizons decadal survey,1 “one of the fastest growing and most exciting
fields in astrophysics is the study of planets beyond our solar system. The ultimate goal is to
image rocky planets that lie in the habitable zone of nearby stars.” Directly imaging and char-
acterizing habitable planets requires a large-aperture telescope with extreme wavefront stability.
For an internal coronagraph, this requires correcting wavefront errors (WFEs) and keeping
that correction stable to a few picometers (pm) root-mean-square (rms) for the duration of the
science observation. This places severe constraints on the telescope and primary mirror (PM)
performance. According to the 2015 Cosmic Origins Program Annual Technology Report,2

a “thermally stable telescope” is critical, highly desirable technology for a strategic mission.
“Wavefront stability is the most important technical capability that enables 10−10 contrast exo-
planet science with an internal coronagraph. State of art for internal coronagraphy requires that
the telescope must provide a wavefront that is stable at levels less than 10 pm for 10 minutes
(stability period ranges from a few minutes to 10s of minutes depending on the brightness of
the star being observed and the wavefront-sensing technology being used).”

To mature the technology needed for an exoplanet science thermally stable telescope by at
least 0.5 technology readiness level (TRL), the precision thermal control (PTC) study defined
three objectives to develop thermal design techniques validated by traceable characterization
testing of components:

1. Validating models that predict optical performance of real mirrors and structure based on
their structural designs and constituent material properties, i.e., coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) distribution, thermal conductivity, thermal mass, etc.
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2. Deriving thermal system stability specifications from wavefront stability requirement.
3. Demonstrating the utility of a multi-zonal active thermal system for achieving control and

stability.

To achieve its objectives, the PTC study defined a detailed technical plan with five quantifi-
able milestones:

1. Milestone 1: develop a high-fidelity model of the 1.5-m ultra-low-expansion (ULE®)
Advanced Mirror Technology Development-2 (AMTD-2) mirror, including three-dimen-
sional (3D) CTE distribution and reflective coating, that predicts its optical performance
response to steady state and dynamic thermal gradients.

2. Milestone 2: derive specifications for thermal control system as a function of wavefront
stability.

3. Milestone 3: design, build, and demonstrate a multi-zone thermal control system for a
representative mirror assembly that senses temperature changes and actively controls the
mirror’s temperature.

4. Milestone 4: validate high-fidelity model by testing the 1.5-m ULE® AMTD-2 mirror in a
relevant thermal vacuum environment at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) X-ray
and Cryogenic Facility (XRCF) test facility.

5. Milestone 5: use a validated model to perform trade studies to optimize PM thermo-optical
performance as a function of mirror design, material selection, material properties (i.e.,
CTE) mass, etc.

2 State of the Art

Thermal WFE occurs because of thermal expansion caused by the telescope’s temperature
changing when the telescope is slewed relative to the Sun. Thermal heat load changes cause
the structure holding the mirrors to expand/contract, and the mirrors themselves to change shape.
Fortunately, thermal drift tends to be slow, i.e., many minutes to hours. It is assumed that any
drift that is longer than the wavefront sensing and control cycle will be corrected by a deformable
mirror. Thus, the only concern is about stability errors that are shorter than 10 to 120 min. State
of art (SOA) for ambient temperature space telescopes is “cold-biased” with heaters. The tele-
scope is insulated from solar load such that, for all orientations relative to the Sun, if the heaters
are off, it will always be below its set-point temperature. This ensures that the telescope’s tem-
perature is always under the control of heaters located on the forward straylight baffle tube as
well as behind and beside the mirror.

No previous telescope has ever required picometer wavefront stability. The Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) and the Webb Space Telescope (WST) illustrate the challenge. WST is in the
shadow of its Sunshade in a thermally stable SE-L2 orbit. HST is in a heated tube in a thermally
varying low-Earth orbit. When WST slews from its coldest to its warmest pointing, its temper-
ature is predicted to change by 0.22 K, and its WFE is predicted to change by 31-nm rms. While
not designed to do exoplanet science, it would take WSTover 14 days to “passively” achieve the
required level of stability for optical coronagraphy (Fig. 1).3 Obviously, this is too long for exo-
planet science. HST is a cold-biased telescope heated to an ambient temperature, but this envi-
ronment is not controlled. The HST telescope’s temperature changes by nearly 20°C as it orbits,4

moving in and out of the Earth’s shadow. This change causes the structure between the primary
and secondary mirrors to change (typically �3 μm) resulting in WFE changes of 10 to 25 nm
every 90 min (Fig. 2). Assuming linear performance, HST could be used for exoplanet science if
its thermal variation were controlled to <20 mK. When a telescope, such as HST or WST slews
or rolls relative to the Sun, the heat load onto the telescope’s side and back changes—introducing
axial and lateral gradients. These gradients cause the WFE to drift until the mirror reaches a new
thermal equilibrium. The dominant WFE is power. The exact amplitude depends on the mag-
nitude of the heat load change and the CTE of the mirror and structure.

To solve the focus problem, active thermal control was developed. The method with the most
flight history is “bang–bang” control. Similar to a home thermostat, sensors are attached to the
telescope, and if its temperature drops below a “set point,” the heaters turn on. Once the temper-
ature reaches another set point, they turn off (Fig. 3). The L3Harris Corporation NextView
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Fig. 2 The Hubble Space Telescopemust be actively refocused as it goes in and out of the Earth’s
shadow resulting in WFE of up to 25 nms.4

Fig. 1 Thermal modeling predicts that the passively cooled Webb Space Telescope’s WFE
changes by 31 nm over 14 days due to a worst-case thermal slew.3

Fig. 3 Bang–bang control cycle.
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telescope system has a bang–bang thermal control system. The NextView control system’s dead-
band is �300 mK, but the actual telescope temperature varies over a wider range (∼� 1 K).
While sufficient for commercial imaging, it is insufficient for exoplanet science. An integrated
model prepared for the Actively-Corrected Coronagraph for Exoplanet System Study (using a
NextView telescope) predicted that after a 12-h settling time from a 30-deg rotation, the wave-
front would have 151-pm rms of defocus and 19-pm rms of coma and astigmatism.5

Current SOA thermal control uses proportional integral derivative (PID) control (Fig. 4). PID
control sets heater power levels equal to the sum of products of three tuning coefficients and a
zone’s temperature error (difference between set point and measurement), the derivative of the
temperature error, and the integral of the temperature error. This method of control requires a
power system capable of supplying proportional power. L3Harris Corporation has demonstrated
TRL-9 proportional thermal control on their Spaceview™ telescopes. Their thermal control sys-
tem’s sensors have a noise of ∼50 mK and controls the 1.1-m telescope to a temperature stability
of 100 to 200 mK.6 PID control is a more complex and capable alternative to bang–bang. But
both miss relevant, known information, such as when and how much the telescope slews, the
power usage of telescope subsystems, and the temperatures of nearby components. As an exam-
ple, in a proportional system, if one control zone is too hot while a nearby control zone is too
cold, the cold control zone’s heater will turn on and exacerbate the already too hot control zone’s
problem.

The solution is to place the PM inside a multi-zone thermal enclosure that can sense when
and/or predict how the telescope’s external thermal load changes (because of a slew or roll rel-
ative to the Sun) and modifies the amplitude of each zone’s heater to compensate. Sensors mea-
sure the mirror’s temperature distribution, estimate temperatures at unmeasured locations, and
determine heating needed to produce the desired temperature profile. Based on a given slew or
roll, the control system increases or decreases heater output in the appropriate zone to compen-
sate. The goal is for the PM to see no temperature change, regardless of where the telescope
points on the sky.

One approach that PTC investigated is model predictive control (MPC).7,8 MPC places a
physics-based model into the control loop to determine control variables (heater power levels)
based on state variables (temperature measurements). MPC determines heater power levels using
a different logic than proportional control. Proportional control adjusts heater power in propor-
tion to the difference between measured and desired temperatures at a single location following
an equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;144Qi ¼ Kp � ðTd;i − Tm;iÞ; (1)

where Kp is the proportional gain coefficient, Td;i is the desired temperature at control zone i,
and Tm;i is the measured temperature at control zone i. MPC uses multiple control zones. MPC
starts with a system of equations based on the physics (including radiation, telescope slews, and
other environment effects) governing a control case. Then, to achieve control, uses a numerical

Fig. 4 Proportional control cycle.
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version of the heat equation to back solve for the heat distribution that gives the desired temper-
ature distribution where Ci is the heat capacitance of volume i, Δt is the timestep, T is the
temperature at the timestep denoted in the superscript and the volume denoted in the subscript,
Qi is the heating internal to volume i (heater power in a control system), G is a linear conductor

between the volumes denoted in its subscript, and Ĝ is a radiative conductor between the vol-
umes denoted in its subscript

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;6612
Ci

Δt
ðTnþ1

i − Tn
i Þ ¼ 2Qi þQn þQnþ1; (2)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;608Qn ¼
XN

j¼1

½GjiðTn
j − Tn

i Þ þ ĜjifðTn
j Þ4 − ðTn

i Þ4g�; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;566Qnþ1 ¼
XN

j¼1

½GjiðTnþ1
j − Tnþ1

i Þ þ ĜjifðTnþ1
j Þ4 − ðTnþ1

i Þ4g�: (4)

MPC takes into account the interdependency between all of the control zone’s temperatures
and commands such that all of the zonal heaters work as a collective.

One problem with MPC is that it is computationally expensive and may not be appropriate for
systems that require thermal control on the order of a few seconds. And, it requires a high-fidelity
“as-built” model. Artificial intelligence (AI) control may be better than MPC. The universal
approximation theorem states that a feed-forward network constructed of artificial neurons can
approximate any continuous function,9 i.e., it does not need an as-built model. And, it has sig-
nificantly faster execution time. Therefore, it seems likely that such a network can approximate
the interaction between all known state variables and the heater power.

Over the course of this study, all three approaches (PID, MPC, and AI) were evaluated via
benchtop testing. The PID controller performed best. The best MPC control system was too slow,
and the best AI system was not reliably intelligent, and therefore, had poor performance. We can
note that this result does not preclude the possibility that future development may improve AI or
MPC thermal control from being useful for a flight program.

3 Accomplishments

3.1 Objective 1: Validate High-Fidelity Structural-Thermal-Optical-
Performance Model

Designing a telescope to have an ultra-stable wavefront requires using a validated high-fidelity
structural-thermal-optical-performance (STOP) model to predict thermal optical performance of
mirrors and structure based on their mechanical designs and material properties, i.e., CTE dis-
tribution, thermal conductivity, thermal mass, etc.

3.1.1 Milestone 1: develop a high-fidelity STOP model of the 1.5-m ULE®

AMTD-2 mirror

A high-fidelity STOP model of the AMTD-2 1.5-m ULE® mirror was created in NASTRAN that
accurately models its as-built mechanical dimensions and CTE distribution.10–13 The as-built
mechanical dimensions were quantified using 3D x-ray computed tomography (CT) to measure
the internal structure of the mirror (Fig. 5). A custom algorithm was written to convert the x-ray
CT 3D mapping into a finite element model. To add a 3D mapping of CTE distribution to the
STOP model, Harris Corporation provided MSFC with Corning CTE data maps for each of
the 18 core elements and the location of each element in the core (Fig. 6).
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3.1.2 Milestone 4: validate high-fidelity STOP model by testing
the 1.5-m ULE® AMTD-2 mirror in a relevant thermal vacuum
environment at the MSFC XRCF test facility

The high-fidelity STOP model was validated by correlating its predictions with interferometric
measurement of the mirror’s surface figure response in a 231-K static thermal soak test and to an
87.7-K thermal gradient test. The soak test was performed by cooling the mirror to 231 K and,
after stabilized, its surface figure was measured and subtracted from its starting temperature
shape to quantify its cryo-deformation. To quantify linearity, measurements are taken at multiple
set points between 230 K and ambient. The gradient test was performed by placing the mirror in
an ambient vacuum environment and illuminating its side with an array of solar lamps. To enable
STOP modeling, the mirror was fully instrumented with thermal sensors to provide knowledge
of its temperature distribution (Fig. 7). Both tests were conducted as part of the final AMTD-2
thermal test.11–14

Fig. 6 (a) L3Harris Corp. provided Corning CTE data of where each core element was cut from its
boule and (b) the location of that core element in the AMTD-2 mirror.

Fig. 5 (a) 1.5-m AMTD-2 mirror was placed in MSFC’s x-ray computer tomography test setup and
(b) its internal structure quantified.
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The STOP model’s performance prediction is composed of two parts: (1) the opto-mechani-
cal-thermal deformation of the mirror mount system and (2) the mirror substrate’s CTE distri-
bution (Fig. 8). Each component was correlated with the test data separately to minimize the
residual error. First, the mount effect deformation is removed, then the CTE distribution defor-
mation. As the temperature of the mirror and mount changes from 293 to 231 K, the aluminum
backplane contracts, and the mount struts apply a prying force to the mirror. Even though the
design is symmetric, the prying signature is not, which means that the as-built mount has unin-
tended asymmetries. The STOP model applies a combination of inferred prying forces to the
bond pad that most closely match the test data. Based on the mirror’s measured temperature
deformation, the STOP model predicts a mount distortion of 18.9-nm rms and a CTE inhomo-
geneity distortion of 16.6-nm rms resulting in a total cryo-deformation of 24.7-nm rms (Fig. 8).
After subtracting mount and CTE effects, the high-fidelity model has a residual error of 13.4-nm
rms (Fig. 9).14

To further validate the high-fidelity model, the 1.5-m ULE® AMTD-2 mirror’s response to
a lateral thermal gradient was characterized. The mirror was placed in the XRCF under ambi-
ent vacuum and illuminated, to create a thermal gradient, by a solar lamp. This was a bare-
mirror-only test, i.e., mirror only with no thermal control system (Fig. 10). Based on thermo-
couple data on back of mirror, thermal desktop calculated a ΔT ¼ 87.7-K peak-to-valley (PV)
temperature distribution (hot side ∼100°C and cold side ∼20°C) for when the heat lamps oper-
ated at 406 W. The measured surface deformation for this thermal gradient was 78.6-nm rms.

Fig. 8 STOPmodel predicted 24.7-nm rms total cryo-deformation consists of 18.9 nm rms caused
by mount effects and 16.6-nm rms caused by CTE inhomogeneity. (All plots have same vertical
scale.)

Fig. 7 PTC test setup. Mirror fully instrumented with thermal sensors in cryo-shroud.
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To match the measured figure change (with a correlation error of 38 nm rms), the STOP model
increased the average substrate CTE to 81 ppb∕K11 (Fig. 11). The magnitude of the CTE
increase is consistent with Corning-published data that ULE® bulk CTE changes from
≈0 ppb∕K at 20°C to ≈80 ppb∕K at 100°C (Fig. 12).15 The correlation error would have been
smaller if the model had applied a CTE gradient corresponding to the local temperature instead
of a bulk change.

Fig. 10 1.5-m AMTD-2 ULE® mirror tested inside XRCF cryo-shroud at ambient vacuum with
a single lamp array to impose lateral thermal gradient.

Fig. 11 Thermal gradient (ΔT ¼ 87.7 KPV) resulted in a measured surface figure change of
78.6 nm rms. To match measured change, STOP model increased average substrate CTE to
81 ppb∕K.11 Model correlation Error is 38-nm rms. (All surface plots have the same vertical scale.)

Fig. 9 STOP Model was correlated with measured data to minimize residual error. (All plots have
the same vertical scale.)
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3.2 Objective 2: Derive Traceable Specifications for an Active Thermal
Control System

Designing a telescope to have an ultra-stable wavefront via active thermal control requires a
validated STOP model to help define the thermal control system’s specifications, such as: sens-
ing resolution (1 or 10 or 50 mK), control accuracy (10 or 50 mK), control period (1 or 5 or
20 min), number and distribution of sense and control zones.8

3.2.1 Milestone 2: derive specifications for thermal control system
as a function of wavefront stability

Analysis conducted as part of the AMTD study indicated that exo-Earth science with a corona-
graph requires a wavefront stability of 10-pm per 10-min.13,16,17 Thermal modulation transfer
function (MTF) modeling7,8,13 provided an analytical tool for designing a telescope to have this
level of thermal stability. Thermal MTF analysis decomposes the telescope’s thermal environ-
ment into a set of periodic thermal oscillations and calculated the resulting WFE caused by each
oscillation (Fig. 13). Consistent with expectation, the magnitude of the WFE response depends
linearly on the amplitude and period of the input thermal oscillation and the telescope’s thermal
time constant, determined by the telescope’s thermal properties (i.e., mass and conductivity).

Fig. 13 Thermal control period to achieve a givenWFE stability is inversely proportional to thermal
controllability noise and thermal sensitivity. WFE stability tolerance can be achieved by a range of
sensor noise uncertainty and control period.13

Fig. 12 Corning ULE® bulk CTE increases from ≈0 ppb∕K at 20°C to ≈75 to 80 ppb∕K at 100°C.15
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Integrated modeling shows that WFE stability is inversely proportional to the mirror’s mass and
specific heat, and linearly proportional to the mirror’s CTE,13 and the thermal control system’s
controllability fluctuation (i.e., noise) and control period.

Given that the analysis indicates that thermal performance is linear, picometer wavefront
stability can be achieved by either controlling the shroud to a small temperature (10 mK) or
by rapidly correcting the temperature (Fig. 14). Additional stability can be achieved by increas-
ing the system’s thermal mass. This is particularly relevant to potential telescopes, such as
Habitable Exoplanet Observatory (HabEx), which might have large monolithic PMs. Thus,
as long as one senses faster than the mirror’s thermal response time, there are a range of control
solutions; and the faster the control cycle, the less precise the sensing needs to be.

The purpose of Objective 2 was to expand upon that initial AMTD study and derive a speci-
fication for a real telescope. Originally, Milestone 2 was intended to inform Milestone 5, but it
was quickly determined that, because of the feedback loop between the PM design and the ther-
mal enclosure specification, they had to be done together. As a result, a 1.1-mK-rms thermal
stability specification was defined for the HabEx baseline PM thermal control system. And a
multi-zone thermal system was designed to achieve this specification with 86 control zones on
the PM and its hexapods, thermal sensors with 50-mK measurement uncertainty, and propor-
tional controller (PID) systems operating with 30-s periods.18–20

Deriving a specification for a potential HabEx PM active control system required three steps:
(1) defining an error budget, (2) defining the baseline PM’s thermal sensitivity by creating a
thermal model of the telescope, and (3) exercising the thermal model for multiple (including
one final) design reference missions (DRMs).12

A Zernike polynomial-based wavefront stability error budget was derived from the total
maximum allowed vector vortex coronagraph (VVC) leakage to detect an exo-Earth.21,22

The process starts by calculating the amount of raw contrast leakage that a coronagraph can
have and still detect an exo-Earth relative to its host star, at a signal-to-noise ratio of 7. For
the case illustrated in Fig. 15, this is 40-parts-per-trillion (regardless of where the exo-Earth
is located in the dark hole). Next, the contrast leakage sensitivity of the coronagraph is calculated
for each Zernike polynomial. Finally, the allowed 40-ppt contrast leakage is allocated across all
Zernike polynomials and converted into WFE. For example, the vector vortex charge 4 corona-
graph (VVC-4) is insensitive to tilt and power; therefore, more error can be allocated to these
terms, but all higher-order terms must be very stable. As shown in Fig. 16, the error budget can

Fig. 14 (a) WFE versus shroud thermal control amplitude for 5000-s control period. (b) WFE ver-
sus shroud control period for 50-mK control amplitude. (c) WFE versus mirror mass and shroud
control amplitude for 140-s control period. (d) WFE stability tolerance can be achieved by a range
of sensor noise uncertainty and control period.7,8
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Fig. 15 Wavefront stability error budget development method.21,22

Fig. 16 Allocation of WFE stability between LOS, inertial and thermal sources.12
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be further sub-allocated between thermal, inertial, and line-of-sight (LOS) WFE. References 18–
20 provide a VVC-6 error budget and STOP model analysis for the baseline HabEx telescope.

Next, an integrated observatory thermal model was created in thermal desktop using a geom-
etry created in pro-engineer CAD.12,19,20 The thermal desktop model has 20,000 elements and
calculates telescope’s structure and mirror temperature distribution at 10,000 nodes. The temper-
ature distribution for each node is mapped onto the NASTRAN finite element model, and the
deflections created by each node’s CTE is calculated using NASTRAN Solution 101. Rigid body
motions and mirror surface deformations are calculated from the NASTRAN deflections using
SigFit. The primary and secondary mirror’s mesh grids were sized to enable SigFit to fit ther-
mally induced surface figure error (SFE) to higher-order Zernike polynomials.

The model assumes multi-layer insulation (MLI) to control heat loss and to isolate ther-
mal disturbances (i.e., the Sun). Radiators pull heat from the science instruments and space-
craft electronics. Because of the MLI and radiators, the payload is passively cold-biased, and
active thermal control is required to maintain the PM at an operating temperature of ∼270 K.
Without heaters, the model predicts a PM temperature of 206 K. The model assumes TRL-9
components for the PM thermal enclosure: sensors with 50-mK measurement uncertainty,
and proportional controller systems (PID) operating with 30-s periods. The model has 86
control zones on the PM and its hexapods. The model predicts that the PM front surface
will have ∼200-mK “trefoil” thermal gradient (Fig. 17). The source of this gradient is thermal
conduction into the hexapod struts. And, the model predicts that the mirror will have ∼3-K
front to back gradient.

The primary and secondary mirror CTE is modeled as consisting of a uniform “bulk” CTE
and a CTE homogeneity distribution. The uniform CTE value determines the mirror’s low-order
shape response to bulk temperature changes, and/or gradient temperature changes (i.e., axial,
radial, or lateral). Such temperature changes can produce low-order errors such as power and
astigmatism. The homogeneity distribution determines the mirror’s mid-spatial response. The
model calculates mirror shape changes from two effects: (1) response of mirror with uniform
CTE to changes in temperature at each of the 10,000 nodes, and (2) response of a mirror with a
CTE inhomogeneity distribution to a uniform bulk temperature change. One method to estimate
CTE inhomogeneity is to measure the thermal deformation of the mirror and assume that CTE is
linear with temperature. As part of the AMTD project, a 1.2-m Extremely Lightweight Zerodur®

Mirror (ELZM) was measured to have an ∼11-nm-rms deformation over a 62-K thermal range
(from 292 to 230 K). Figure 18 shows the measured error and its decomposition into Zernike
polynomials.23 The model assumes this measured thermal signature for its CTE inhomogeneity
distribution.

The model was used to predict thermal performance for a potential science DRM. The DRM
starts by pointing the telescope at a reference star to dig the dark hole in the coronagraph.

Fig. 17 Predicted 200-mK trefoil thermal distribution of PM front surface.
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The analysis assumes that the telescope reaches a steady-state thermal condition at this Sun
orientation. Next, the telescope is pointed at the science star. To make the analysis “worst-case,”
it is assumed that when the telescope is pointing at the reference star, the Sun is perpendicular to
the Sunshade/solar panels with a 0-deg roll. And, when it points at the science star, it pitches
away from the Sun (Fig. 19). Figure 20 shows the DRM motions as viewed from the Sun.

Figures 21–23 show how well the modeled active zonal thermal enclosure controls the
temperature of the PM for a DRM consisting a 75-deg pitch of the telescope after it has spent
20 h pointing at a reference star to dig the dark hole followed by a 30-deg roll (from +15 deg to
–15 deg) at 45 h. Figure 21 shows the predicted change in average bulk temperature and axial
gradient temperature of the PM if there were no active control. It is noteworthy that the axial
gradient changes faster than the average temperature; this will have WFE impact. Figures 22
and 23 show the predicted average and gradient temperature changes for the PM under active
thermal control. The zonal control system keeps the PM average bulk temperature change to
< ∼ 0.035 mK and the axial gradient change to < ∼ 1.75 mK.

To calculate PM wavefront stability, thermal desktop calculated its temperature distribu-
tion as a function of time, and NASTRAN calculated the surface deformations produced by

Fig. 19 Nominal observing scenario slews for thermal analysis.

Fig. 18 1.2-m Schott ELZM 62K thermal deformation decomposed into Zernikes.23
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that distribution. The temporal WFE was then decomposed into Zernike polynomials by
SigFit. Figure 24 shows the change in PM WFE produced by the 75-deg thermal slew
DRM with no active thermal control. Figure 25 shows the change in the PM WFE caused
by the 75-deg slew DRM with active zonal thermal control. Because the control system is
able to keep the average and axial gradient temperatures very small, the thermal WFE
remains <1-pm rms. As shown in Fig. 26, the predicted PM thermal WFE stability has sig-
nificant performance margin relative to the error budget tolerance. The most important errors
are astigmatism and coma.

3.2.2 Milestone 5: use validated model to perform trade studies to optimize
primary mirror thermo-optical performance as a function of mirror
design, material selection, material properties (i.e., CTE) mass, etc.

PTC, in conjunction with the HabEx study, performed multiple trade studies with literally hun-
dreds of variations to optimize the primary mirror’s stiffness, mass, gravity sag, and thermo-
optical performance.24 The baseline HabEx PM design was selected based on its predicted
thermo-optical performance.19,20,24

Fig. 20 Telescope motions as viewed from the Sun.

Fig. 21 Passive PM average and axial gradient temperature change from 75-deg pitch.
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Both Zerodur® and ULE® designs were considered. Both materials are TRL-9 with multiple
mirrors currently flying in space. Both Schott and Corning can tailor their respective material’s
zero CTE temperature, and both claim similar CTE homogeneity (i.e., ∼5 ppb∕K).15,25

Therefore, a mirror manufactured from either material should have similar thermal performance.
But the real impact of this design decision is architectural—whether the mirror is open-backed or
closed-back. Because Zerodur® is a ceramic, it must be machined from a single boule, resulting
in an open-back architecture. By comparison, ULE® is a glass and can be assembled via frit
bonding or low-temperature fusion processes into a closed-back architecture. The advantage

Fig. 22 Actively controlled PM average bulk temperature change from 75-deg pitch.

Fig. 23 Actively controlled PM axial temperature gradient change from 75-deg pitch.
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is that closed-back mirrors have significantly higher stiffness. Yet, at the same time, because a
Zerodur® mirror is machined from a single boule, its CTE distribution can be smoother and more
homogeneous. Zerodur® was selected as the baseline material because Schott has demonstrated a
routine ability to fabricate 4.2-m-diameter Zerodur® substrates and turn them into lightweight

Fig. 24 Changing PM Zernike WFE after 75-deg thermal slew with no thermal control. Power and
Trefoil have nanometers of error.

Fig. 25 Changing PM Zernike WFE after 75-deg thermal slew with active zonal thermal
control. Power has less than 1 pm increase before being controlled.
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structures via their ELZMmachining process. Furthermore, a 1.2-m ELZM owned by Schott and
tested at NASA MSFC showed better thermal stability than the 1.5-m ULE® AMTD-2 mirror.11

3.3 Objective 3: Demonstrate Utility of Precision Control Thermal System
for Achieving Thermal Stability

Building a telescope that has an ultra-stable wavefront requires a multi-zone active thermal con-
trol system that is beyond the current SOA. Objective 3 demonstrates the ability of advanced
thermal control system to control a mirror’s shape by determining control variables (heater
power levels) based upon state variables (temperature measurements).

3.3.1 Milestone 3: design, build, and test a multi-zone active thermal control
system

PTC partner L3Harris Corp. designed, fabricated, and delivered a thermal enclosure with 25
zones arranged with cylindrical symmetry—17 zones behind the mirror and six zones on the
perimeter (Fig. 27).

The thermal zones were designed to enable correction of thermal gradients, i.e., radial, lat-
eral, and axial (Fig. 28). Radial gradients occur in flight because the mirror views space (at 2.7 K)
but is surrounded by structure whose temperature is significantly warmer (270 K). These zones
can also be used to compensate for on-orbit errors.

MSFC integrated the enclosure with a thermal sense and control system (Fig. 29). Each zone
consisted of heaters capable of operating at 100 V (the maximum voltage before creating con-
cerns of corona discharge in vacuum) and platinum RTD (PT-100) sensors bonded with Stycast®

epoxy at the zone’s center. The maximum required heater power was determined based upon
thermal analysis of the test setup. A data acquisition system with an integral 22-bit digital

Fig. 26 PM thermal WFE meets its tolerance.
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multimeter was used to measure temperature to the nearest 1 mK. Solid-state relays pulse-width-
modulated the power supplied to the heaters to provide proportional power. The controllability
achieved by the active thermal control system was limited by the 22-bit 1-mK measurement
precision.26,27

To demonstrate the capability of active multi-zone thermal control, the system was installed
around the 1.5-m AMTD-2 ULE® mirror (Fig. 30) and tested in a relevant environment in the
MSFC XRCF (Fig. 31). The XRCF thermal shroud provides a thermal sink for the test and solar
lamps impose lateral thermal gradient into the mirror assembly. To minimize thermal load onto
the thermal shroud (to keep the refrigeration system stable), insulation was removed from the
two control zones nearest to the heat lamps—thus increasing the thermal load into the mirror
assembly.26,27

The mirror and its mount were fully instrumented with thermal sensors. Pre-test analysis
estimated the temperature gradient that would occur during the test. This estimate was used
to locate temperature sensors in positions that would provide the best knowledge of the gra-
dients. Figure 32 shows the temperature sensor locations (red dots), heater zones (blue arcs),
and the heat lamp array (straight line on right).27

Fig. 27 Thermal control system with 25-zone control for AMTD-2 1.5-m ULE© mirror.

Fig. 28 Thermal control system can introduce radial, lateral, and axial thermal gradients. (All plots
have the same vertical scale.)

Fig. 29 25-zone thermal enclosure with thermal sensor and control logic diagram.
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Fig. 30 Thermal system with 1.5-m ULE® mirror.

Fig. 31 PTC demonstration XRCF test setup.

Fig. 32 Locations of thermal sensors (red), control zones (blue), and lamp (black) when viewed
from behind the mirror.
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As determined by differencing back-to-back averages of 128 phase measurements, the test
setup measurement repeatability (uncertainty) was routinely <2-nm rms. (Fig. 33) While cryogen
and vacuum pumps introduced vibration, these errors were frozen by the 4D PhaseCam® and
eliminated by phase-averaging. The <2-nm rms error was caused by a slow thermal drift of
∼1-nm per 6 h and likely indicates CTE inhomogeneity in the mirror.

PTC demonstrated zonal control via three tests. The first demonstrated the ability to eliminate
a static radial gradient. The second characterized the ability to compensate for a change in the
mirror’s thermal environment. The third imposed specific shapes into the 1.5-m ULE® mirror.

Radial gradient elimination test. To produce a radial gradient, the mirror faced a cold
wall cooled to 220 K. While the interferometer saw no figure change (because the test setup is
blind to power), the multi-zone system’s thermal sensors measured a 10-K gradient and elim-
inated it by adjusting each zone’s setpoint temperature. The temperature sensors are orders of
magnitude more sensitive to thermal disturbances than the interferometer. Sensor readings over
periods of thermal equilibrium had 20-min stability of <2-mK rms.27 Therefore, in a flight sys-
tem, once the coronagraph has established a dark hole, perhaps the control system should use
thermal sensors to maintain the dark hole.

Thermal environment change test. To characterize the system’s response to a dynamic
thermal environment, the XRCF was evacuated and thermal shroud cooled to 225 K to cold-bias
the test assembly. Once the system achieved thermal equilibrium, heat lamp array next to the
PTC thermal system was turned on—first to 360-VA half power (30 VA per lamp) then to full
720-VA power (Fig. 34). At full power, the thermal load on the mirror assembly was equivalent

Fig. 33 Repeatability <2-nm rms. Mount locations are circled in white.

Fig. 34 Solar lamp power.
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to increasing the radiant heat load on a baffle by 8000×, increasing baffle temperature of a real
space telescope (such as HabEx) from 240 to 400 K. An increase of this magnitude was neces-
sary to overdrive the system sufficient to produce a measurable effect.

The mirror’s response to the thermal change was measured twice—first with no control and
then with active control. As shown in Fig 35, without control the mirror’s maximum thermal
instability was ∼100 mK, decaying to ∼20 mK over the 4-h test period. The mirror’s average
temperature increased ∼7.2 K with a thermal time constant of ∼1 h. The mirror never reached a
steady state temperature.27

Without active control, the mirror’s surface changed by 5-nm rms (Fig. 36). The majority of
the change is from the bond pad closest to the thermal load (all bond pads locations are indicated
by white circles) and a small amount of astigmatism caused by the lateral thermal gradient. With
full power illumination, the mirror had a maximum gradient of 9 K at the end of test (again
without reaching steady state). By comparison, the mirror had a nearly 90-K lateral gradient
when tested without the thermal enclosure (Fig. 11).

Using active control, the mirror’s average temperature increased by <0.25 K with an insta-
bility, which, after peaking at ∼20-mK, quickly stabilized to <2 mK (Fig. 37). And, the mirror
had a maximum gradient of 1 K at full power, which reached steady state in <1 h.27 The 0.25-K
average temperature increase was caused by a heat leak through the struts and by intentionally
leaving insulation off the heater panels closest to the solar lamps (as part of the 8000× overdrive).
The initial 20-mK instability is proportional to the 8000× overdriven environment.

In general, an actively controlled mirror’s temperature changes and instability have two error
sources. The first is control zone. The second is environmental. Control zone error is driven by
measurement precision and is attenuated between the control zones and the mirror based upon
the mirror’s mass and the strength of the radiation conductor between the control system and the

Fig. 35 Mirror response to thermal change without active control. Vertical axis for average temper-
ature is 9.0 K. Vertical axis for stability is 0.14 K.

Fig. 36 Mirror response to thermal change with active thermal control. Vertical axis for average
temperature is 0.9 K. Vertical axis for stability is 0.14 K.
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mirror. Environment errors are driven by thermal load fluctuation, thermal paths that go around
the control system, and thermal gradients in the control system.

For the active control test, after the heat lamps are turned up to full power, the mirror’s aver-
age temperature increases by 0.25 K and stays there, even after the control zones have returned to
their set-point temperature, so this temperature change cannot be caused by the control system.
Instead, it is proportional to the increase in thermal load. And, because the heat lamp disturbance
is ∼8000× greater than an on-orbit disturbance and a flight system will have better MLI, the
mirror’s average on-orbit fluctuation should be <0.03 mK.

The 2-mK steady state stability (in the control zones) is not proportional to the environment,
but a limitation of the experiment’s 22-bit digitizer which had 1-mK measurement precision. In
flight, the mirror would have a stability proportional to the thermal control system stability but
attenuated by 100 to 1000× due to weak radiative heat transfer and the mirror’s large heat capaci-
tance. So, even with the 2-mK-rms control system stability, a flight mirror would have type 2
error on the order of 0.02-mK rms.27

As part of Milestone 2 (Sec. 3.2.1), the thermal stability around a HabEx mirror was defined
as a function of the period of the temperature fluctuations (Fig. 14).7,8 To test the ability of multi-
zonal thermal control to meet this specification, a Fourier transform was performed on test data.
Figure 38 plots the performance of the 1.5-m ULE® AMTD-2 (with and without active control)
versus the HabEx specification. Please note that while the passive mirror exceeds the HabEx
specification, the test has a disturbance that is being overdriven by 8000× greater than if a tele-
scope’s baffle changes in temperature by a more flight-like disturbance of 50 mK.

Fig. 37 Mirror response to thermal change with active control.

Fig. 38 Measured thermal stability for passive and active heat lamp thermal disturbance test com-
pared to HabEx stability requirement.
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Imposed surface figure shape test. The ability of the multi-zone system to impose aber-
rations was demonstrated by imposing astigmatism, coma, and trefoil shapes into the AMTD-2
mirror. For astigmatism, the surface changed by 16-nm rms as a result of a 30-K thermal gra-
dient. For coma, the surface change was 6.8-nm rms for a 34-K gradient. And, for trefoil, a 25-K
thermal gradient produced a 7-nm rms shape change. Figures 39–44 show (a) control zone tem-
peratures and (b) imposed astigmatic, coma, and trefoil surface figures shapes, respectively.
Figures 42–44 are movies of these shapes being imposed onto the mirror’s surface.

This ability to shape the mirror using temperature enables another way to correct common
low-order aberrations that might arise on orbit. Also, it gives an indication of the sensitivity of
the mirror to thermal instability. If the mirror’s thermal distribution can be controlled with a

Fig. 39 (a) Control zone temperatures and (b) imposed astigmatic surface figure shape.
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stability of 2 mK, then its shape should be stable at the picometer level, i.e., the stability required
to enable coronagraphy. The measured thermal correctability are given in Table 1.

4 Mid-Spatial Frequency Error Stability

While not an original PTC objective, our data enabled an analysis approach for quantifying
thermally induced mid-spatial frequency error which can cause speckle noise in the coronagraph
dark hole. General astrophysics and exoplanet science drive the PM’s spatial frequency speci-
fication. General astrophysics is most sensitive to the shape and stability of the point spread
function (PSF), which is driven by low-spatial frequency errors. And, exoplanet science is most
sensitive to mid- and high-spatial frequency errors. Mid-spatial frequency errors blur or spread

Fig. 40 (a) Control zone temperatures and (b) imposed coma surface figure shape.
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the core. And high-spatial frequency errors and surface roughness scatter light out of the core and
over the entire PSF. Thus, per Table 2, the HabEx total PM surface figure specification is divided
into low-, mid-, and high-spatial frequency bands.

This specification assumes computer-controlled polishing for spatial frequencies to 30 cycles
(50-mm minimum tool size) to correct quilting error and a −2.5 power spectral density (PSD)

Fig. 42 Video 1 showing imposed astigmatic surface figure shape (Video 1, MOV, 2.6 MB [URL:
https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JATIS.8.2.024001.1]).

Fig. 41 (a) Control zone temperatures and (b) imposed trefoil surface figure shape.
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slope for high spatial frequencies. The 100-cycle boundary between mid- and high-spatial error
is defined assuming that the coronagraph uses a 64 × 64 deformable mirror (DM). A 64 × 64

DM can theoretically correct spatial frequencies up to 32 cycles (or half the number of DM
elements). This could create a dark hole with an inner working angle (IWA) of λ∕D and an
outer working angle of 32 λ∕D. The system engineering consideration is that PM spatial fre-
quency errors up to 3× beyond what can be corrected by the DM can scatter energy back into

Table 1 Measured thermal correctability.27

Surface shape PV correctability (nm/K) RMS correctability (nm/K)

Astigmatism 1.3 0.53

Coma 0.6 0.20

Trefoil 0.8 0.28

Fig. 43 Video 2 showing imposed coma surface figure shape (Video 2, MOV, 4.6 MB https://doi
.org/10.1117/1.JATIS.8.2.024001.2]).

Fig. 44 Video 3 showing imposed trefoil surface figure shape (Video 3, MOV, 4 MB https://doi.org/
10.1117/1.JATIS.8.2.024001.3]).
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the dark hole. Therefore, the PM needs have a surface figure as smooth as possible (better than
4-nm rms) for spatial frequency errors from 30 cycles up to 100 cycles.28,29

But as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1 and shown in Fig. 16, beyond having nanometer precision—to
prevent speckle noise that reduces contrast in the dark hole—the telescope WFE needs to be
stable at the picometer level for spatial frequencies from 1.5 cycles per diameter to 100 cycles
per diameter. Table 3 gives the band-limited-rms SFE of the 1.5-m AMTD ULE® mirror’s cryo-
deformation (Fig. 9) and the 1.2-m Schott Zerodur® mirror’s cryo-deformation (Fig. 18); and
Figs. 45 and 46 show the PSD of these two mirrors.

Finally, Table 4 and Fig. 47 give the residual mid-spatial WFE produced by imposing each of
the low-order surface figure shapes shown in Figs. 39–41. The created residual error was calcu-
lated by subtracting the uniform temperature state of the mirror from the maximum thermal
gradient that produced each surface shape. Then, the first 36-Zernike terms were removed
from each difference. The residual PSD of these imposed shapes is consistent with the cryo-
deformation PSD for the 1.5-m ULE® mirror.

Fig. 45 PSD of AMTD 1.5-m ULE® mirror cryo-deformation error after removing first 36-Zernike
terms. Black baseline is measurement repeatability.

Table 3 Cryo-deformation SFE per K.

AMTD 1.5-m ULE®

Mirror (pm/K rms)
Schott 1.2-m Zerodur®

Mirror (pm/K rms)

Total surface error 465 153

Low-spatial SFE (<30 cycles/dia) 305 50

Mid-spatial SFE (30 to 100 cycles) 45 31

High-spatial SFE (>100 cycles) 40 36

Table 2 PM error specification.

Total surface error <5.6 nm rms (nm rms)

Low-spatial SFE (<30 cycles/dia) <4.3

Mid-spatial SFE (30 to 100 cycles) <3.3

High-spatial SFE (>100 cycles) <1.4

Roughness <0.3
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5 Conclusion

The PTC project was a multiyear effort initiated in fiscal year 2017 to mature the TRL of tech-
nologies required to enable ultra-thermally stable ultraviolet/optical/infrared space telescope
primary-mirror assemblies for ultra-high-contrast observations of exoplanets. PTC successfully
completed its three objectives: (1) validate thermal optical performance models, (2) derive
thermal system stability specifications, and (3) demonstrate multi-zonal active thermal control.

Fig. 47 Residual surface error and PSD of AMTD-2 mirror imposed shape change after removing
first 36-Zernike terms. PSD shows residual mid-spatial frequency error relative to measurement
noise threshold.

Table 4 Residual SFE RMS per nm PV of imposed shape change.

Astigmatism (pm-rms/nm-PV) Coma (pm-rms/nm-PV) Trefoil

Total surface error 140 133 118

Low-spatial SFE (<30 cycles/dia) 92 73 63

Mid-spatial SFE (30 to 100 cycles) 45 66 59

High-spatial SFE (>100 cycles) 63 78 55

Fig. 46 PSD of Schott 1.2-m Zerodur® mirror cryo-deformation error after removing first
36-Zernike terms. Black baseline is measurement repeatability.
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PTC assessed that it has advanced the maturity of multi-zonal active thermal control to at least
TRL-5 using a 25-zone active thermal system to control the response of the 1.5-m AMTD-2
ULE® mirror to thermal stimuli in a relevant environment. PTC’s key accomplishments are
a demonstration of better than 2-mK-rms stable thermal control of the 1.5-m ULE© AMTD-
2 mirror when exposed to an 8000× over-driven thermal disturbance in a relevant thermal/
vacuum environment, the ability to shape the 1.5-m ULE® mirror to picometer precision, and
an analysis approach for quantifying thermally induced mid-spatial frequency error which can
cause speckle noise in the coronagraph dark hole. Finally, critical to achieving thermal stability is
having a primary mirror with sufficient thermal mass that its thermal time constant is signifi-
cantly (many orders of magnitude) longer than its control system period.
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